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Abstract
This dissertation inquiry investigates citizen science training and its perceived
effectiveness. Citizen scientists are volunteers who participate in scientific activities under
the guidance of professional scientists and organizations. The work of citizen scientists
greatly expands the data collection possibilities in natural resource management and
increases science literacy among participants and their social communities. Citizen scientists
are increasingly important to the on-going assessment of ecological restoration, species
identification, and monitoring on natural lands. The general problem is data collected by
citizen scientists is often viewed as unreliable by the scientists and land managers who might
use it. The specific problem is the absence of educational training measurement in citizen
science program design and analysis with which to ascertain the learning gains of trained
citizen scientists. To address this problem, this dissertation lays the observational
groundwork for developing training themes in citizen science that may lead to improved
training programs for citizen scientists and improved data collection procedures.
For this qualitative multiple case study research design, organizational users of the
CitSci.org database, based anywhere in the world, who task citizen scientists with field-based
ecological data collection will comprise a purposive sample for this investigation. This
sequential investigation includes case identification, training document analysis, an
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organizational survey, and follow-up semi-structured interviews with training leaders to
identify theoretical and instructional design themes in current citizen science training
initiatives.
Key words: citizen science, informal science education, public participation in scientific
research, training, data reliability
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Citizen scientists are volunteers who participate in scientific activities under the
guidance of professional scientists and organizations. The work of citizen scientists greatly
expands the data collection possibilities in natural resource management (Bonney et al.,
2014; Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010; Schmeller et al., 2008), connects people with
their landscapes (Havlick, Hourdequin, & John, 2014), and increases science literacy among
participants (Crall et al., 2013; Rasmussen, 2015) and their social communities (Lynch,
2016). The connection between citizen science training design and participant learning is not
described in the literature (Bela et al., 2016; Crall et al., 2011; Dickinson et al., 2010,
Newman et al, 2010, Smith, 2015). Without this connection, it is difficult to validate the
variable success of citizen scientists who collect field-based scientific data. This dissertation
explores this connection to develop understanding regarding best management strategies
within the field of citizen science training.
Statement of Problem
The call for theory-based training appeared in the literature as early as 1971
(Campbell, 1971), but it has not yet been applied to the field of citizen science. Results in
other fields indicate that theory-based training strengthen procedural outcomes by applying
the principles of education to workplace and informal education settings (Mitchell & Sonora,
2012). Analogous to the movement towards standardization and assessment in American
education, citizen science needs assessment parameters that measure the success of the
education effort (Becker-Klein, Peterman, & Stylinski, 2016., 2016; Cronje, Rohlinger, Crall,
& Newman, 2011; Dickinson et al., 2010; Friedman, 2008). Surveys of citizen science
programming abound in the literature, but they do not specifically look at the training
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parameters that informed the program participants. The general problem is data collected by
citizen scientists is often viewed as unreliable by the scientists and land managers who might
use it (Crall et al., 2011; reviewed in Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010; Gollan, De
Bryun, Reid, & Wilkie, 2012), which results in lower confidence in and scientific use of
citizen scientist-collected data. When land managers and scientists lack confidence in citizen
scientist-collected data, these data are not analyzed or published in peer-reviewed journals. In
turn, the value of using citizen scientists to collect scientific data erodes (Freitag, Meyer, &
Whiteman, 2016). The facultative role that citizen scientists play for scientific endeavor is
questioned in light of the apparent costs of engaging citizen scientists (Fauver, 2016). The
specific problem is the absence of educational training measurement in citizen science
program design and analysis with which to ascertain the learning gains of trained citizen
scientists. More research describing how and what citizen scientists learn in these informal
training environments is needed (Bonney et al., 2009b; Crall et al., 2013; Newman et al.,
2010; Smith, 2015; Rasmussen, 2015). This will inform efforts to increase the quality and
therefore acceptance and use of data collected by citizen scientists.
Training research in other disciplines suggests that training effectiveness is related to
training design and the identification of clear learning objectives (Mitchell & Sonora, 2012;
Salas, Tannenbaum, Kraiger, & Smith-Jentsch, 2012). Salas, Tannenbaum, Kraiger, and
Smith-Jentsch (2012) conducted meta-analyses of training across a broad palate of
disciplines and indicated in their results that when “training is designed systematically and
based on the science of learning and training, it yields positive results” (Salas et al., 2012, p.
75). Mitchell & Sonora (2012) demonstrated in the medical, aviation, and military fields,
individuals who are well-trained demonstrate the benefits of strong procedural knowledge
2

and application. Educators who design effective training help to reduce human error and
save lives (Mitchell & Sonora, 2012).
In the case of citizen science, researchers who collect reliable data can contribute to
species and environment protection by informing the design of appropriate scientific
protocols (e.g., Reynolds, 2016; Storey & Wright-Stow, 2017) and legislative measures
based on sound science (National Science Foundation [NSF], 2009; House Resolution [HR]
6414, 2016). Failure to address the specific problem that educational training measurement
is absent from citizen science program design and analysis may result in declining
engagement of citizen scientists (McDonough Mackenzie, Primack, Murray, & Weihrauch,
2017), which may result in an overall decrease in the data collection that supports species and
habitat protection. In this dissertation, there will be an a priori investigation that necessarily
precedes any attempts to draw causality between training and data collection success for
citizen scientists.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative comparative multiple case study is to identify patterns
and themes in content, instructional design, theoretical alignment, and perceived efficacy of
training for citizen scientists tasked with collecting ecological data in the field. The
researcher will employ three data sources: document analysis, surveys, and semi-structured
interviews to characterize the content, instructional design themes, theoretical alignment, and
perceived efficacy of training designed to teach citizen scientists how to collect ecological
data in the field. Through this investigation, the researcher may provide a characterizing
framework for citizen science training and research in the future. Once scholars and
practitioners understand the parameters of current citizen science training initiatives and their
3

perceived efficacy, they can embark on developing theory-based best management
procedures for citizen science training (Freitag, Meyer, & Whiteman, 2016; Kruse, 2014;
Newman et al., 2012). This has the potential to increase the quality of citizen scientistcollected data and increase the science literacy gains of citizen scientists.
Importance of the Study
Citizen scientists are increasingly important to the implementation and on-going
assessment of ecological restoration, species identification, and monitoring on natural lands
(Bonney et al., 2014; Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010; Handel, Saito, & Takeuchi,
2013; Havlick et al., 2014; Maschinski, Wright, & Lewis, 2012; Schmeller et al., 2008). In
this dissertation, the aim is to characterize citizen science training. The connection between
citizen scientist training, learning, and data collection success needs to be explored further
(Bela et al., 2016; Crall et al., 2011; Dickinson et al., 2010, Freitag, Meyer, & Whiteman,
2016; Newman et al, 2010) because improving citizen science outcomes has wide-ranging
conservation benefits (Bonney et al., 2014; Thornhill, Loiselle, Lind, & Ophof, 2016).
Scholarly information about citizen science training is limited to single-organization case
studies (Bela et al., 2016; Newman et al., 2010) and training experiments facilitated by
contrived field identifications (Buesching, Newman, & Macdonald, 2014; Crall et al., 2011),
photography (Van Horn, Zug, LaCombe, Velez-Liendo, & Paisley, 2014; Wal, Mellish,
Robinson, & Siddharthan, 2016) and digital technology for species identification (Newman,
2010).
The literature currently focuses on three components of citizen science: the usefulness
and economic benefits of volunteers to natural resource management and monitoring (Gollan,
De Bryun, Reid, & Wilkie, 2012; Handel et al., 2013), science literacy gains for volunteers
4

who participate in citizen science (Crall et al., 2013; Havlick et al., 2014; Lynch, 2016;
Rasmussen, 2015), and the credibility of data collected by citizen scientists (reviewed in
Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010; Kremen, Ullman, & Thorp, 2010; Reynolds, 2016;
Storey & Wright-Stow, 2017). There are several previous studies in which investigators
compared professional scientist- and citizen scientist-collected data accuracy and reliability
(reviewed in chapter 2), but the training parameters were not compared as a nested feature of
the experimental design. Likewise, in most of these studies, citizen scientists, regardless of
their training experience, were aggregated into one experimental group that was compared to
the professional scientist group, providing no room for more nuanced analysis of participant
demographics.
Two studies established analogous training delivery systems for the same learning
outcomes and then compared the knowledge gains and performance of the trainees in each
delivery system group (Crall et al., 2011; Starr et al., 2014). However, in both, the training
validation was a contrived measurement of species identification, not a measurement of field
data collection reliability. Since the literature does not quantify or characterize citizen
science training as a variable affecting data collection success, it is not possible to make
effective experimental comparisons between training and data collection quality (G.
Newman, personal communication, February 14, 2017).
Theoretical Framework
In this dissertation, there will be a characterization of citizen science training design
and its perceived efficacy when the goal is to train citizen scientists to collect ecological
scientific data outside in a natural environment. Although the citizen science initiatives
investigated here are limited to a specific context involving ecological measurement, this
5

relationship between training and performance success is inherent to myriad professional
contexts. Any job involving the implementation of procedural knowledge fits this construct.
Procedural knowledge is the knowledge of performing tasks (Martinez, 2010). In the context
of the citizen science investigated here, the procedural knowledge might include the
measurement of landscape features or organisms, the identification of species, the
measurement of water, soil, weather, and/or noise parameters.
While theoretical knowledge about the context in which the measurement is applied
might promote the participants’ engagement, it is not essential to understanding how to
perform the procedural task of measurement. The primary difference between a professional
scientist and a citizen scientist is the individual’s formal academic training and obtainment of
a terminal degree in the discipline. While the use of new technologies facilitates contextual
knowledge gains for citizen scientists in ways that approximated modern technologies in
higher education (Becker-Klein et al., 2016), the driving theoretical framework behind this
investigation is that the acquisition of procedural knowledge is possible in a training setting
outside of academia where scientists are formally trained.
Another theoretical framework driving this inquiry is that educational experiences
contribute to learning. Arguably, the entire scholarly community involved in education
research is interested in the relationship between education and learning. Training design is a
logical parameter to investigate when considering citizen scientists’ data collection success,
however, only two studies reported in the literature compares modes of training for citizen
scientists (Crall et al., 2011; Starr, 2014). In other disciplines, training improvements have
led to significant knowledge gains with important impacts on society (Mitchell & Sonora,
2012).
6

Andragogy (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2011) and backwards design (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2005) are learning and design principles that are successful in other training
contexts (Mitchell & Sonora, 2012; Salas et al., 2012; Smith, 2015; Toman & Shindler,
2006). Andragogy plays a role in defining the learning construct for adults (Chan, 2010).
There are six dimensions to the adult learner that all relate to the voluntary nature of citizen
science engagement. Adult learners are self-directed, internally motivated, and ready to learn
(Merrill, 2002). They enter learning experiences with an orientation towards learning what
they need to know and use their prior experiences, of which they have many, to construct
new knowledge. Knowles, Holton, and Swanson (2011) characterized the instructional role
called andragogy as helping adults learn.
Backwards design is a course design process in which the outcomes of the course are
developed first, then the assessments, and finally the learning activities (Wiggins & Mctighe,
2005). This intentional process contributes to accountability in large education systems
because it standardizes the instruction to address the pre-determined learning goals. The
methodology of this dissertation is exploratory in nature. It is possible that the investigation
will reveal that citizen science training is aligned with other theories of learning and
instructional design.
It is possible that the training mode may influence the training design. The possible
modes anticipated include live or asynchronous timing, digital or paper-training documents,
and the presence or absence of technology-rich instructional tools like videos, podcasts, or
other recordings. More research is needed to ascertain what modes of training, learning
theories, and design principles are employed in citizen science projects (Friedman, 2008;
Newman, 2010). Characterizing current citizen science training initiatives may pave the way
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for future investigations designed to reveal causal relationships between training design,
participant learning outcomes, and citizen scientist-collected data quality (Crall et al., 2013;
Dickinson et al., 2010; Newman et al., 2010).
Research Questions
The research questions developed for this dissertation study probe at the nature of
citizen science training. They explore a broad context rather than establish discreet variables
for comparisons. This research will be accomplished within the framework of a qualitative
comparative multiple case study. Because the causal relationship between training and data
collection reliability cannot be made in the absence of experimental results, this qualitative
approach captures the perceptions of efficacy rather than a numeric measurement of
procedural accuracy in data collection. These questions also facilitate the collection of
thematic data about training design and delivery mode.
R1: What are the characteristics of trainings designed to train citizen scientists to
collect ecological data in natural land settings?
R2: How do organizational leaders describe their perception of the efficacy of the
trainings to produce reliable data collection?
Overview of Research Design
The purpose of this research design is to identify patterns and themes in content,
instructional design, theoretical alignment, and perceived efficacy of training for citizen
scientists tasked with collecting data in the field. The purposive sample for this investigation
is composed of organizational users of the CitSci.org database based anywhere in the world
who task citizen scientists with field-based ecological data collection. This database operates
as a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform that is free to use for individuals and
8

organizations conducting citizen science of any kind (CitSci.org, 2017). The Natural
Resource Ecology Lab (NREL) at Colorado State University (CSU) developed and currently
maintains the database. There are over 400 organizational users of the CitSci.org database.
The database is a complete web-based platform for organizational communication,
information, data collection, and data analysis for citizen science programs.
Qualitative case study research involves the collection of both text-based and numeric
data into one analytical tool. In contrast, quantitative methods allow for the assimilation of
numeric data only. The broader research perspective afforded by qualitative methods is
appropriate when studying phenomenon involving people, situations, programs, and unique
events (Merriam, 1998). Case study researchers collect and analyze multiple, intentional
streams of data within the broader framework of qualitative research (Yin, 2013). The
researcher of this study intends to conduct a sequential investigation that has the following
major components: case identification, training document analysis, an organizational survey,
and follow-up semi-structured interviews with training leaders from categoricallyrepresentative organizations.
Case Identification
General categorization of organizations will be the first methodological phase for this
investigation. Study inclusion for organizations will be based on the presence of training
resources for citizen scientists tasked with data collection outdoors in a natural habitat (called
herein the field). All private users, for example land owners who are storing their own data
in CitSci.org, will not be included because it is assumed that these projects are small in
nature and therefore do not train individuals to collect data. Organizations that engage
citizen scientists in activities that do not involve data collection will not be included because
9

the research questions here are in direct response to data reliability concerns in citizen
science. Based on rudimentary evaluation of the project descriptions on the current
CitSci.org website, organizational categories are likely to include non-profit organizations,
institutions of higher education, k-12 school districts, and land managing agencies
(CitSci.org, 2017). After reviewing the organizational profiles, additional selection
categories may be implemented.
Data saturation is not achieved at a pre-determined number of samples; rather, it is
discovered through the data collection process and is indicated when no new codes arise from
additional sampling (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006). For example, if many organizations
are training citizen scientists to collect similar data rather than divergent data, fewer
organizations will need to be sampled to achieve data saturation; however, this reality cannot
be known before conducting the investigation. Based on the standards presented in the
literature, the researcher aims to have 30-50 cases in the case study database (Bertaux, 1981;
Mason, 2010).
Document Analysis
After case identification, all the training documents available for each organization
represented in the study will be organized using the case identification and document
checklist (Appendix B). These documents will be used in a content analysis (Neuendorf,
2016). From these documents, a thematic framework of content, learning theory, and
instructional design alignment will be developed and applied to a subsequent organizational
survey. These data will be organized in a case study database, the general framework of
which will be created in advance of data collection using dedoose© software (2017).
dedoose© software (2017) is a web-based application designed to assimilate both quantitative
10

and qualitative into the system. This general framework will drive the process of document
discovery, but as documents are assimilated, the framework will become more nuanced to
capture the information revealed. Designing an analytical tool is a primary tenet of Yin’s
theory of case study research because it facilitates credibility and dependability, which are
measures data quality and validation in qualitative research (Yazan, 2015; Yin, 2013).
Organizational Survey
Through the organizational survey, the next phase of this research, there will be a
probe for organizational characteristics, volunteer demographics, details regarding the
thematic framework arising from the document content analysis, and leaders’ perceptions of
training efficacy for participant learning. A pilot release of the survey will provide an
opportunity to evaluate the survey design to determine whether it is collecting the desired
information. The pilot survey will be sent to key informants within the CitSci.org
membership who have sustained multi-year projects and with whom staff of CitSci.org
correspond to receive feedback about the technology platform.
In superior case study designs, researchers use all possible data streams including
both qualitative and quantitative data (Yin, 2013). These data may include numeric forms
such as length of program or number of citizen scientists engaged; yet, the study is designed
to include research questions that are inherently qualitative. The survey data will be
incorporated into the case study database.
Semi-structured Interviews
The final phase involves follow-up semi-structured interviews with organizations’
training leaders, each of whom represents one of the organizational categories revealed in the
first step of this research. The target interview subjects will be leaders within the
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organizations who led the development of or who are currently leading the on-going
management of training initiatives studied. The goal of the semi-structured interviews is to
triangulate the document analysis and survey data. The interviewer will not probe for new
information. The researcher will incorporate a thematic analysis (Guest, 2012) of the
interview data into the case study database. This final sequential step in the methodology
will complete the data triangulation (Denzin, 2012; Stavros & Westberg, 2009; Yin, 2013).
Definition of Terms
Andragogy: “art and science of helping adults learn” (Knowles, 1980, p. 43)
Backwards design: a principle of instructional design in which the learning outcomes
are identified first, followed by the assessments, and then the learning activities (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2005)
Citizen science: “In North America, citizen science typically refers to research
collaborations between scientists and volunteers, particularly (but not exclusively) to expand
opportunities for scientific data collection and to provide access to scientific information for
community members” (Citizen Science Central - The Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 2017)
Citizen scientists: volunteers who participate in scientific activities under the
guidance of professional scientists and organizations
Informal science education (ISE): a term used by the United States government to
refer to citizen science activities and other science learning experiences that occur outside of
traditional academic settings (Bonney et al., 2009a)
Science literacy: “the knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and
processes required for personal decision making, participation in civic and cultural affairs,
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and economic productivity. It also includes specific types of abilities” (National Research
Council, 1996, p. 22).
Assumptions
The whole phenomenon of citizen science assumes that individuals lacking a terminal
degree in science can contribute to the collection of scientific data. This generalization
assumes that procedural knowledge may be acquired in a training environment and that the
educational experience contributes to learning. Although this seems self-evident, few
previous studies have acknowledged the educational experience as a variable in citizen
science data collection success.
Methodological Assumptions
A driving assumption of the proposed research methodology is that users of the
CitSci.org database are a representative sample. There are other databases that could be
used, most notably scistarter.org, but this database is much broader in scope. The projects in
CitSci.org are all related to ecological data collection; therefore, the use of this database
automatically narrows the sample according to this parameter. The purposive sample arising
from the same database will also standardize the information flow. This will facilitate crosscase comparisons and the development of the case study database.
Another assumption is that training themes and codes will arise from document
analysis. There must be enough similarities across programs to create meaningful
summations of their training activities. Regarding sample size, greater similarity between
groups will require fewer samples to reach saturation. If, however, the cases are
exceptionally variable, more cases will be needed to identify themes and codes and reach
saturation.
13

The final methodological assumption is that training may be characterized through
secondary materials. No primary observation will occur. This methodology assumes that the
documents and media associated with training, and the recollection captured in the survey
and semi-structured interviews are enough to characterize the training. Direct observation
puts the researcher at the center of the data collection process, which raises issues of bias.
Hopefully, this sequential but secondary perspective is a more neutral approach and one that
reveals the true nature of the trainings.
Theoretical Assumptions
The first assumption is that principles of andragogy contribute to an effective learning
experience for adults (Knowles et al., 2011). Adults have more life experience and practical
needs than children. In a learning experience designed for adults, the learners/adults
incorporate their personal experiences into the acquisition of new knowledge by drawing
connections between prior and current learning (Merrill, 2002). Adults also need a
motivation to learn (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2011), and the practical applications here
are many. In the most direct interpretation, citizen scientists need to learn how to collect
scientific data in the field for their present citizen scientist engagement. From a sociocultural
perspective, public participation in scientific research can result in “transformative effects for
democratization of knowledge production” (Bela et al., 2016, p. 990). When reviewing
training materials, the researcher will look for evidence of andragogy, which is assumed to
activate these transformative effects for adult learners. These assumptions of andragogy, as
applied to this dissertation inquiry, are deductive. In qualitative research, researchers have
room for on-going interpretation; in data collection, researchers may show their knowledge
acquisition aligns to other learning theories.
14

The second assumption is that principles of backwards design contribute to an
intentional and accountable educational experience. Backwards design is an instructional
design principle that describes the sequence in which a learning experience should be
designed (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). The first step is to identify the learning outcomes.
The next steps are to design the assessments for measuring attainment of these learning
outcomes, and the final steps are to design the learning activities (Wiggins & McTighe,
2005). This backwards design process seems almost unavoidable since the intent of the
citizen science programs under investigation here is to train citizen scientists to collect
ecological data in the field. As such, the learning outcome is citizen scientists will learn how
to collect credible data. Typically, the data collection protocols used are designed by
scientists and/or teams of scientists and citizen scientists in advance of the training initiative.
These would define the remaining learning outcomes for a program.
Delimitations
Several proposed parameters narrow the scope of the investigation. Only
organizational users of the CitSci.org database will be queried. Private users of the
CitSci.org database will not be queried, as it is assumed they are not training other
individuals to collect data on their properties. Alternatively, another example might be the
limited context of a professor and college students collecting data for a lesson. The
underlying assumption is that these informal or private data collection events are not
accompanied by intentional and developed training modules.
This dissertation is concerned only with citizen science projects involving adults.
Although the field of youth citizen science rivals the field of adult citizen science in
magnitude (e.g. Flagg, 2016), the learning theories and principles of instruction for children
15

and adults are different (Knowles, 1980). Since the overarching learning theories of
pedagogy for children and andragogy for adults are dissimilar, the respective training efforts
should not be aggregated into one characterized phenomenon.
Finally, there are myriad activities in which interested citizen scientists can engage.
These include reading peer-reviewed literature, scanning images taken by satellites, and
field-based data collection (Ricci, 2015). This study focuses on training intended to inform
field-based citizen scientists who collect ecological data. The broader context is natural
lands conservation and related sub-disciplines including species identification and
monitoring, and landscape measurement.
Limitations
One limitation of this study relates to the sample. The hope is that the purposive
sample is broad enough to impact organizations beyond the specific cases sampled. Drawing
from a single database has the potential to introduce hidden biases that are not under
investigation. For example, an organization’s decision to use CitSci.org to manage their
citizen science projects is not addressed by the research questions of this study, but it might
be a relevant variable to explore in the future.
Another limitation is the lack of direct observation in the methodology proposed.
This is technically infeasible within the parameters of dissertation research for monetary and
temporal reasons. It also puts the researcher at the center of the investigation, which is an
inappropriate bias to introduce into a study that attempts an objective perspective on training
design and its effects. A grounded theory design might afford the opportunity for in depth
observation of fewer organizations and more researcher-centered interpretation. However, at
this time, there is a need for a broad characterization of citizen science training upon which
16

in-depth qualitative and experimental studies could be designed. Without this broader
characterization, it is difficult to know which few cases would be most informative to study
with in-depth direct observation.
Summary
The purpose of this qualitative comparative multiple case study is to identify patterns
and themes in content, instructional design, theoretical alignment, and perceived efficacy of
training for citizen scientists tasked with collecting ecological data in the field. Citizen
scientists are volunteers who participate in scientific activities under the guidance of
professional scientists and organizations. The work of citizen scientists has greatly expanded
the data collection possibilities in natural resource management. The general problem is data
collected by citizen scientists are often viewed as unreliable by the scientists and land
managers who might use it. The specific problem is the absence of educational training
measurement in citizen science program design and analysis with which to ascertain the
learning gains of trained citizen scientists. Citizen science needs assessment parameters to
measure the success of the training effort. Reporting about citizen science programming
abounds in the literature, but most papers fail to describe the training parameters that
informed the program participants. This dissertation will characterize citizen science training
and its perceived outcomes. The sequential design of this dissertation includes document
analysis, a survey, and semi-structured interviews. This work will lay the observational
groundwork for developing training themes in citizen science that may lead to improved
training programs for citizen scientists and improved data collection procedures.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this qualitative comparative multiple case study is to identify patterns
and themes in content, instructional design, theoretical alignment, and perceived efficacy of
training for citizen scientists tasked with collecting ecological data in the field. Citizen
scientists are volunteers who participate in scientific activities under the guidance of
professional scientists and organizations. In the last decade, the field of citizen science has
grown from a seminal concept to a widespread phenomenon affecting data collection and
scientific analysis in numerous scientific disciplines. This literature review includes
discussion of the history and semantics of citizen science, important themes arising from the
literature, and a synthesis of existing citizen science training research.
The research questions developed for this dissertation study probe at the nature of
citizen science training. They explore a broad context rather than establish discreet variables
for comparisons. This research will be accomplished within the framework of a qualitative
comparative multiple case study. Because the causal relationship between training and datacollection reliability cannot be made in the absence of experimental results, this qualitative
approach captures the perceptions of efficacy rather than a numeric measurement of
procedural accuracy in data collection. These questions also facilitate the collection of
thematic data about training design and delivery mode.
R1:

What are the characteristics of trainings designed to train citizen scientists to

collect ecological data in natural land settings?
R2:

How do organizational leaders describe their perception of the efficacy of the

trainings to produce reliable data collection?
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Search Strategy for the Citizen Science Literature Landscape
To gauge the size of the citizen science literature base in total, a query of the
ProQuest database for the term citizen science with no date restrictions returned 553 articles
since 1997 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. ProQuest literature returns for citizen science with no date restrictions
To narrow down to the focus of training, a query for “citizen science” AND training returned
30 articles in ProQuest, 26 in EBSCOhost, 13 in ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, and two
in Citizen Science: Theory and Practice. To explore the contexts of education and ecological
data collection, additional search terms applied included ecolog* (for ecology, ecological,
ecologist), research needs, education, and andragogy. These terms did not reveal additional
training literature, but articles found in these queries round out this review’s characterization
of the citizen science landscape.
The term citizen science was first used in the scholarly literature in 1997 (Follett &
Strezov, 2015). In 1997, four papers were published, three of which reviewed Alan Irwin’s
(1995) book Citizen Science: A Study of People, Expertise and Sustainable Development.
Irwin, a sociologist, is regarded as one of the first authors to employ the term citizen science
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to describe the role of citizens in addressing modern scientific and environmental issues. The
fourth is a scholarly article about popular epidemiology as a social movement. None
reported scientific data. Only seven more papers with the key word citizen science were
published in the subsequent decade.
The increase in publications after 2009 may be attributed to the publication of the
National Science Foundation’s Center for the Advancement of Informal Science Education
(CAISE) Inquiry Group report entitled “Public Participation in Scientific Research: Defining
the Field and Assessing Its Potential for Informal Science Education” (Bonney et al., 2009a).
This was the first scholarly report to define citizen science as a phenomenon in which the
public participate in scientific research, which gave rise to two other terms relevant to citizen
science, Informal Science Education (ISE) and Public Participation in Scientific Research
(PPSR) (Shirk, 2012). The report was written by several seminal authors in the field of
citizen science. The funding opportunities that accompanied this initiative (National Science
Foundation (NSF) 09-553, 2009) gave rise to several publications authored by the same
investigators involved in the CAISE inquiry group.
The funding opportunity, entitled Informal Science Education (ISE) provided
$25,000,000 for programs that “promote lifelong learning of STEM in a wide variety of
informal settings. Funding is provided for projects that advance understanding of informal
STEM learning, that develop and implement innovative strategies and resources for informal
STEM education, and that build the national professional capacity for research, development,
and practice in the field” (National Science Foundation (NSF) 09-553, 2009). There were
five categories for funding: “Research; Pathways; Full-Scale Development; Broad
Implementation; and Communicating Research to Public Audiences” (National Science
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Foundation (NSF) 09-553, 2009). This funding opportunity fell within the Directorate for
Education & Human Resources and Research on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings.
A search of citizen science AND training in various academic search engines returns
up to 30 results since 2009. Google Scholar returned 34,000 papers. The first 30-40 articles
were definitively about citizen science. Beyond that, there were additional articles, but
without the ability to use Boolean operators effectively, it was hard to limit this search into a
comparable sample. Therefore, Google Scholar results are not included in the tabulations of
returned results (Figure 2). 553 papers were returned when the term citizen science was
queried, and up to 30 were returned when the search term citizen science AND training was
queried. This indicated that approximately 5% the published citizen science literature
referenced the training implemented for citizen scientists. This number is surprising small
considering that the 2009 NSF funding of $25,000,000 arose from the Directorate for
Education & Human Resources and Research on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings,
thereby suggesting that the funding was intended to promote citizen science from an
educational perspective.
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Figure 2. Literature returns for "citizen science" AND training 2009-2017
Citizen Scientist Demographics and Types of Citizen Science Data Collected
Citizen science occurs all over the world (Galbraith, 2013; Roy, Pocock, Preston,
Roy, & Savage, 2012), including remote tropical locations where infrastructure is primitive
(Danielsen et al., 2014) to the world’s largest cities (Handel et al., 2013). When attempting
to plan or analyze training efforts, it is important to keep in mind who citizen scientists are,
what data they are tasked with collecting, and in what environment. Participant
demographics, culture, and environment can influence the learning experiences of citizen
scientists. In the following paragraph, the people and the environments in which citizen
science occurs are noted. This list is not exhaustive. It is meant to illustrate the diversity of
people and projects within the realm of citizen science. Recognizing the diversity of
participants is important to any educational program design planning. It is also valuable
because it characterizes the potential sample to be queried in this dissertation research.
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Citizen science engages indigenous human populations (Baker, 2013; Dolrenry,
Hazzah, & Frank, 2016), college students (Davis, Belote, Williamson, Larson, & Esch, 2016;
Oberhauser & LeBuhn, 2012), students of all ages (Doran & Montmerle, 2012), private land
owners (Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010), non-profit groups (Clarridge, 2016), and
scientific researchers. Citizen science occurs in forests (Danielsen et al., 2014; Davis,
Belote, Williamson, Larson, & Esch, 2016; Toman & Shindler, 2006), gardens (Birkin &
Goulson, 2015), oceans (Koss et al., 2009; Van der Velde et al., 2017), rivers (Kruse, 2014;
Storey & Wright-Stow, 2017), the sky (Doran & Montmerle, 2012; Henden, 2011) or from
within one’s own home or office with the use of computer-accessible cloud-based data
(Ricci, 2015).
Although the number of scholarly papers addressing citizen science is on the rise,
educational investigation of these projects lags behind program implementation and data
collection (Crall et al., 2011; Edwards, 2014). Understanding how organizations train citizen
scientists to collect data is an overlooked but an essential component to understanding the
phenomenon at large. Currently, researchers make the leap from describing the data
collected to the reliability of the data, but little attention is paid to the educational experience
that would teach citizen scientists to be effective data collectors. To begin the work of
understanding citizen science data reliability, this literature review characterizes training for
citizen scientists. Specifically, this dissertation inquiry probes training for citizen science
efforts involving ecological data collection.
Semantics in Citizen Science
This dissertation concerns citizen science training, but the term citizen science is rife
with variation and implied meaning. It can also be laden with stereotypes regarding the
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identity of citizen scientists. As a result, within the field of citizen science, semantics is a ripe
topic for continued research. Eitzel et al. (2017) published a synthesis paper focused on the
current state of citizen science semantics and ethics of language describing citizen scientists.
They concluded that terminology can have unintended consequences and influence how
knowledge is acquired. This is important to keep in mind in light of the nature of adult
education. If participants cannot understand the value of their participation, their retention
will suffer (Egizii, 2015). Eitzel et al. (2017) found that the terms organizations use to recruit
and refer to citizen scientists can imply a level of value and skill that can have detrimental
effects on participation and engagement.
A survey of the American public revealed that the majority of respondents had not
heard of citizen science, but 70% demonstrated awareness of the phenomenon when it was
referred to by another name (Lewandowski, Caldwell, Elmquist, & Oberhauser, 2017). As a
burgeoning phenomenon and academic discipline, the terminology framing the field is varied
and related to the type of work in which volunteers are engaged, the country in which it
occurs, and the varied disciplines in which citizen science arises (Shirk et al., 2012).
Some terms found in the literature include community science (Carr, 2004), volunteer
biological monitoring (Lawrence, 2008), participatory monitoring (Bell et al., 2008), and
community-based monitoring (Danielsen et al., 2009). Efforts to streamline this terminology
arose from the National Science Foundation’s Center for the Advancement of Informal
Science Education’s (CAISE) sponsored inquiry group (Bonney et al., 2009a). Public
Participation in Scientific Research (PPSR) encompasses research in a variety of scientific
and health disciplines. The term citizen science is widely used for ecological data collection
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initiatives (Shirk et al., 2012). Hence, the focus on citizen science in this dissertation
investigation.
The United States federal government employs the term Informal Science Education
(ISE) in funding solicitations (NSF 09-553, 2009). Informal science education refers to
science learning that engages the general public in informal settings (Dierking, Falk, Rennie,
Anderson, & Ellenbogen, 2003). Bonney et al. (2009a) defines ISE as follows:
In the broadest sense, it encompasses the range of science learning opportunities and
activities that people experience across their lifespan outside of school. ISE can be
delivered via numerous venues including lectures, TV programs, films, exhibits,
websites, digital fames, and community projects that are experiences or viewed in
homes, science centers and museums, zoos and aquariums, botanical gardens and
nature centers, and youth, community, and after-school centers. (p. 10)
Citizen science is just one venue in which ISE can be delivered. ISE is relevant to this
literature review because this review probes specifically for information about training in
citizen science, which is inherently educational in nature.
Results of the Training Literature Review
The results of searches in four databases and one journal are discussed collectively
here. A spreadsheet organized over 150 scholarly documents analyzed for this literature
review. Once all the queries and records were reviewed, themes emerged. Each publication
entry in the spreadsheet was labeled with these themes to identify how it would be used in
this narrative. More than 70 articles are cited in this literature review. A query for citizen
science AND training in the ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database returned 13
dissertations. Five were dissertations that addressed training and are therefore reviewed in
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the subsequent discussion. One paper had nothing to do with citizen science, but rather, with
science education in Chinese primary schools. Two dissertations addressed the same
research effort from a civic engagement or scientific data perspective, two addressed only the
data collected by citizen scientists, and five addressed the implementation of novel
technologies for use in citizen science projects. These trends indicate that upcoming citizen
science researchers will likely investigate technology enhancements, training, and data
science for citizen science.
The journal Citizen Science: Theory and Practice is the first peer-reviewed journal
dedicated to reporting citizen science-related research. Its first issue was published in 2016.
Citizen Science: Theory and Practice is the academic journal of the Citizen Science
Association, formed in 2012, after the Public Participation in Scientific Research Conference,
held in Portland, Oregon in 2012 in association with the Ecological Society of America
Conference (Miller-Rushing, 2013). The journal has three issues currently. The entire
library of articles (n = 21) published in the Citizen Science: Theory and Practice journal was
reviewed for content involving training, but a query of training in the issue archive resulted
in three returns. A total of six articles from this journal are cited in this literature review, two
of which addressed training. Although the sample size is very small, approximately 10% of
the articles in Citizen Science: Theory and Practice addressed training, which is slightly
better than the body of literature at large in which approximately 5% of citizen science
publications described training.
In addition to the ProQuest Dissertations and Theses database and the Citizen
Science: Theory and Practice journal, the search terms were applied to all ProQuest and all
EBSCOhost databases. A query for citizen science AND training returned 30 articles in
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ProQuest and 26 in EBSCOhost, many of which were duplicates. The use of Google Scholar
was casual and typically carried out to find a full-text version of an article. Nonetheless,
some literature was found in this search engine. It was not included in Figure 2 because the
scale of Google Scholar returns is incomparable to other databases.
Science Literacy Gains as a Result of Participation
Citizen science projects are rarely started, if ever, for the sole purpose of enhancing
science literacy. Typically, what drives citizen science initiatives is a scientific need for data
to characterize, protect, conserve, and/or restore natural phenomena. Nonetheless, citizen
science is associated with a variety of positive consequences because of civic engagement
(Fauver, 2016). Science literacy gains are important outcomes in ISE. The majority of
American adults are scientifically illiterate, and their civic science literacy skills are lower
than ever (Cronin & Messemer, 2013). Indeed, the decline in American science literacy was
a driver for the NSF CAISE inquiry group (Bonney et al., 2009b; Shirk et al., 2012) and
related ISE funding opportunities (NSF 09-553, 2009).
Lynch (2016) and Forrester et al., (2017) described how citizen scientists became
experts and advocates in their social communities, which extends science literacy beyond the
citizen scientist who was physically participating. Sandhaus (2017) investigated the
outcomes of less common co-created citizen science in which citizen scientists engaged in
the research design and analysis processes in addition to the data collection task.
Participation in co-created citizen science increased participant knowledge and perception of
self-efficacy (Sandhaus, 2017). These studies indicate that citizen science activities have
positive outcomes for participants and their communities.
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A traditional method for assessing knowledge gains involves the implementation of
pre- and post-testing (e.g., Cobern et al., 2010). Using a quantitative approach to measure
learning gains provides opportunities for statistical analysis of learning gains across groups
of learners. Quantitative measurement approaches are needed to analyze what training
program characteristics result in knowledge gains for participants. Understanding the
success of training efforts will inform data reliability measurements and establish variables
with which to explore the relationship between training and data collection success in future
research.
To improve upon the standard approach of pre- and post-testing to measure learning
gains, Cronje, Rohlinger, Crall, and Newman (2011) developed a contextual assessment tool
with which to assess citizen scientist knowledge gains before and after invasive species
monitoring training. They found that the contextual tool detected knowledge gains when the
traditional assessment tool did not. More development and application of this tool may lead
to more perceptive assessments of science literacy gains by citizen scientists (Cronje,
Rohlinger, Crall, & Newman, 2011). Unfortunately, no use of this assessment tool is
published in the current literature. Such a tool has the potential to increase cross-comparison
analysis of citizen science training programs and promote training collaborations between
organizations.
In his dissertation, Smith (2015) analyzed three case studies to investigate data
quality and science literacy gains. He compared the data collection efforts of professional
scientists and citizen scientists in analogous data collection schemes. Smith (2015) rejected
his null hypothesis that citizen scientist and professional scientist data are similar. He also
reported that science literacy gains were unclear after participation in a water quality
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monitoring citizen science effort. As other others have done (Crall et al., 2013), Smith
concluded his work by indicating the need for standardization among training and data
collection efforts, so cross comparisons could take place between independent citizen science
efforts.
Data Quality in the Citizen Science Literature
Discussions of data quality are the most numerous discussions in the literature
currently. Nineteen papers analyzed in this review evaluated data quality. Citizen science
has the potential to increase the scale of data collection, but data error and bias are poorly
understood (Dickinson et al., 2010). In an attempt to investigate data reliability, a single
methodology arises as the only evaluative technique; analogous data collected by paired
groups of citizen scientists and professional scientists were analyzed to ascertain the data
reliability of each groups’ effort (Clarridge, 2016; Crall et al., 2011; Danielsen et al., 2014;
Gollan, De Bryun, Reid, & Wilkie, 2012; Jordan, Sorenson, & Ladeau, 2017; Kremen,
Ullman, & Thorp, 2010; Koss et al., 2009; Moyer-Homer, Smith, & Belt, 2012; Reynolds,
2016; Schmeller et al., 2008; Storey & Wright-Stow, 2017).
Schmeller et al. (2008) performed a large meta-analysis of monitoring protocols in
five European countries to evaluate the assumption that citizen scientists cannot collect
quality data. They concluded that the quality of citizen science data is more likely
determined by survey design, analytical methodology, and communication skill than it is a
function of participant demography. These findings suggest that the characteristics of training
programs affects data quality more than the demography of the participants. Despite this
nearly decade-old finding, training has not yet risen as primary variable to relate to data
quality measurements.
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Danielsen et al. (2014) assessed the data collection by local community members and
trained scientists in 34 tropical forest sites in four countries over 2.5 years. Despite disparate
cultural, linguistic and educational backgrounds, the data collected by the two groups was
comparable. This is the largest study reported in the literature by measures of duration,
number of participants, and geographic range. These results should build confidence in
citizen scientist-collected data because the sample size is so large and varied. These results
also reinforce the findings of Schmeller et al. (2008), that the demography of the citizen
scientists is not the leading variable affecting data quality. Finally, these findings suggest
that incidences in which citizen scientist data do not meet reliability standards are the
exception rather than the normal outcome.
Despite some evidence that land managers and scientists are reluctant to incorporate
citizen science into their land management and research agendas (Bruce, Newingham, Harris,
& Krumpe, 2014; Lewandowski et al., 2017), many studies, in addition to Danielsen et al.
(2014) refute this concern. In the cases of mosquito-habitat identification (Jordan, Sorenson,
& Ladeau, 2017), butterfly monitoring (Clarridge, 2016), benthic stream macroinvertebrates
(Storey & Wright-Stow, 2017), and fixed wildlife photography (Reynolds, 2016), citizen
scientists performed as well as professional scientists or benchmarks established. Clarridge
(2016) specifically noted that citizen science data was of a quality worthy for use by the
National Park service. The utility of the data collected by citizen scientists is of central
importance to the phenomenon of citizen science.
Although these results are promising, other experimental comparisons of citizen
scientist and professional-scientist-collected data suggest that the concern for data quality is
warranted, but needs to be nuanced. When comparing the ability of groups of professionals
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and volunteers to identify pika occupancy and population dynamics, citizen scientists
performed as well as professional scientists (Moyer-Horner, Smith, & Belt, 2012). However,
when the conceptual and measurement applications were more complex, citizen scientistcollected data became unreliable (Moyer-Horner et al., 2012). Similar results suggesting that
citizen scientists are reliable at collecting relatively simple data, but not complex data, are
echoed in studies of invasive plant monitoring (Crall et al., 2011), pollinator monitoring
(Kremen, Ullman, & Thorp, 2010), water quality monitoring (Smith, 2015), and subtidal
species monitoring (Koss et al., 2009). These results suggest that future research should
quantify data collection difficulty as a variable relevant to training and data collection
success.
These results reflect a variety of data collection contexts with similar conclusions.
This suggests that the actual ecological subject matter is not relevant to training success. This
bodes well for future efforts to streamline training for citizen scientists across environmental
contexts. There are common procedural tasks involved in measuring similar, but not
identical, ecological parameters. For example, an understanding of the metric system or the
reading of calibrated devices are learning outcomes universal to all scientific procedures.
These are likely to be unifying principles in future collaborative training efforts that arise
from more research about citizen science training.
The 2009 NSF funding source that initiated many citizen science programs and
research efforts provided funding for projects that “build the national professional capacity
for research, development, and practice in the field” (National Science Foundation (NSF) 09553, 2009). It is important to appreciate the focus on national professional capacity for
research in a funding opportunity promoted by the NSF Directorate for Education & Human
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Resources and Research on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings. Citizens are needed to
expand the research capacity of the country on the whole. This is a task of great importance
and appropriate attention to ensure citizen science data quality effectively builds confidence
in the American research output at large.
A troubling reality is that the data collected by citizen scientists, especially in site
specific projects, often goes un-utilized (Theobald et al., 2015). One team of researchers
analyzed the data outcomes of 388 citizen science projects. Thirty percent of citizen science
projects queried collected publishable data, but the data of only 12% of projects appeared in
the peer-reviewed literature (Theobald et al., 2014). The discussion of data quality is ever
present because in the end, the point of science is to inform. If the information network
delivered by citizen scientists cannot be trusted, it is useless as a proxy for professional
scientific endeavor (Lukyanenko, Parsons, & Wiersma, 2016). Clearly authors are eager to
disprove the stereotype that citizen scientists cannot collect measurements with the same
reliability and precision as professional scientists. However, more research is needed to
explain why citizen science data collection efforts have variable reliability.
Training is Needed
Training and learning in citizen science have not been reported in the literature or
been evaluated as rigorously as the direct comparisons of data collection efforts previously
summarized. Freitag, Meyer, and Whiteman (2016) evaluated the credibility-building
strategies of 30 citizen science programs. They identified 12 strategies, three of which
occurred during the training phase. A study to quantify the effects of these strategies on
training success and subsequent data collection success is needed to strengthen the practice
of citizen science (Bela et al., 2016).
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Following the principle of backwards design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005), learning
outcomes need to be identified in adaptive co-management projects to validate the learning
process (Armitage, Marschke, & Plummer, 2008). Standardization among training and data
collection efforts is needed so cross comparisons can take place between independent citizen
science efforts (Crall et al., 2013). Training assessment is needed, specifically looking at
different modes of training, such as online, in-person, live, and asynchronous delivery
methods (Dickinson et al., 2010). In the next section, the results of every citizen science
training-oriented paper found to date are discussed. While it is customary to synthesize a
body of literature, the citizen science training literature base is nascent and underdeveloped.
Hence, these seminal papers are discussed in detail. A few case studies are not a strong
foundation for building a theory of citizen science training. More citizen science training
research is needed to fully understand how to create effective trainings to promote data
collection reliability.
Instruction, Learning, and Assessment in Citizen Science
All studies that address training do so in one of two ways. Some authors presented
training as a simple fact of the requisite program with little describing detail. Alternatively,
authors prepared more than one training mode and divided their cohort among the training
modes. Analysis then ascertained if the groups were significantly different in their data
collection success. The evaluation was typically accomplished through hands-on
demonstration, such as field identification of a biological specimen.
Regarding studies that simply reported the utility of training without any meaningful
analysis of its effects, Gallo and Waitt (2011) concluded that volunteers can collect invasive
species data useful to scientists. Fuccillo, Crimmins, De Rivera, and Elder (2015) concluded
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that volunteers can participate in phenology data collection with success when any training is
provided. Regarding the identification of Andean bears by phenotype (Van Horn, Zug,
LaCombe, Velez-Liendo, & Paisley, 2014), citizen scientists’ identification skills improved
with training such that 24.8% of participants achieved 100% success rate in bear
identification. This collection of papers all support a simple conclusion that training is
valuable regardless of its design.
Galbraith (2013) found that specialized training of local volunteers helped increase
the competency of citizen scientists and the reliability and accuracy of data collected in
restoration monitoring on Tiritiri Matangi Island, New Zealand. This result supports the
theoretical perspective that a problem-centered orientation to specialized training deepens the
citizen scientists’ connection with the specific learning task for positive learning outcomes
(Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2011). Buesching, Newman, & Macdonald (2014) evaluated
citizen scientists who identified deer pellets in field plots. Their skills improved significantly
with training and field practice. The authors concluded that it was essential for citizen
scientists to be able to communicate with the professional scientists overseeing the project.
When citizen scientists interact with the professional scientists who utilize the data they
collect, it promotes motivation and personal engagement for adult learners (Knowles, Holton,
& Swanson, 2011).
The most extensive training research in citizen science conducted to date involved the
dissertation research and subsequent research of leading authors, Crall (2010) and Newman
(2010). They coordinated two cohorts of research participants: one in Fort Collins, Colorado,
and one in Madison, Wisconsin. The data collected were employed by each author to
investigate different dissertation research questions. After one day of training, citizen
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scientists and professional scientists in each locale collected analogous measurements of
species identification. They designed the two identical online trainings in two modes, static
and multimedia delivery, to promote the learning outcomes of species identification, plot setup, global positioning system (GPS) skills, and plant measurement. There was no significant
difference in species identification success between the static and multimedia groups, but
professional scientists were significantly better at identification than both citizen science
groups. They found no significant difference in plant cover estimates between citizen
scientists and professional scientists. Online trainees struggled more with the tangential field
skills of GPS and plot establishment (Newman, 2010).
Only one other study, another dissertation revealed by this literature review,
compared modes of training delivery in citizen science (Starr et al., 2014). The three levels
of the training treatment differed only in the delivery style for the training. All participants
were given static documents to study. The control group received no other training.
Participants in the experimental groups received either in-person training or video training.
Participants in all groups were able to identify species reasonably well (79-92% accuracy).
Participants in the video and in-person training groups were not statistically different from
each other in their ability to identify species, and they were statistically better at
identification than the control group who received only the static documents (Starr et al.,
2014). This indicates that engaged training is more effective than a training manual alone.
These dissertation projects (Crall, 2010; Newman, 2010; Starr, 2014), specifically
addressing citizen science training, elucidated important themes instrumental in the design of
the proposed dissertation research. Describing the effect of training offered, multimedia,
static, and/or live presentation of material, on learning outcomes for citizen scientists is an
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important theme to pursue. For example, the delivery mode was important to the success of
citizen scientists when applying field-based skills, but not when learning plant identification.
These nuanced findings suggest that there are varied, but currently unknown, training
strategies to promote different learning outcomes for citizen scientists. Fuccillo, Crimmins,
De Rivera, and Elder (2015) and Newman (2010) concluded that more research is needed to
compare multimedia training to traditional in situ training. They also concluded that training
should be presented in as many media formats as possible to accommodate trainees with
different learning styles, and that assessment should be included in online training (Fuccillo,
Crimmins, De Rivera, & Elder, 2015; Newman, 2010). Elucidating these trends in a larger
dataset is a goal of this dissertation’s research questions.
Crall (2010) found that citizen scientists are proficient at collecting simple data, but
their data quality decreases with increasing data collection challenge. These results were
mirrored in other studies (Koss et al., 2009; Kremen, Ullman, & Thorp, 2010; Moyer-Horner
et al., 2012; Smith, 2015). Furthermore, regression analyses did not reveal any correlation
between the predictor variables (demographics) and the data collection success rate (Crall,
2010). The only predictor of success among citizen scientists was their self-identified level
of comfort with a specific species (Crall, 2010). This indicates that more research is needed
to ascertain what additional variables affect data collection success.
Crall (2010) detected no learning gains with the analytical tools used, but the authors
suggest that improved analytical instruments are needed. Other studies have drawn similar
conclusions (Koss et al., 2009; Kremen et al., 2010; Mackenzie, Primack, Murray, &
Weihrauch, 2017; Smith, 2015). Cronje et al (2011) developed a contextual assessment tool
with which to assess citizen scientist knowledge gains before and after invasive species
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monitoring training. They found that the contextual tool detected knowledge gains when the
traditional assessment tool did not. More development and application of this tool may lead
to more perceptive assessments of science literacy gains by citizen scientists (Cronje et al.,
2011).
Although a significant amount of the research indicated a reasonable data collection
proficiency among citizen scientists, especially with elementary data collection tasks, one
quantitative study provided contradictory results. Mackenzie, Primack, Murray, and
Weihrauch (2017) analyzed five years of citizen-scientists-collected plant and location data
for accuracy. The citizen scientists’ confidence in identification and in geographic position
were analyzed as well. The results indicated that volunteers made misidentifications more
than 30% of the time. They were highly accurate with common species, but were no better
than random guessing when identifying less common species. When plants were flowering,
citizen scientists were very confident in their identifications, but this was not always
correlated with accuracy. These results led to a decommissioning of citizen scientists
involved in this project. To this unfortunate end, the authors concluded the often-repeated
call for well-planned data collection methods and training (Mackenzie, Primack, Murray, &
Weihrauch, 2017). No specific recommendations about the variables affecting these
outcomes can be made when training is not characterized in relation to data collection. This
will be a valuable component of future citizen science studies.
Becker-Klein, Peterman, and Stylinski (2016) found that embedded authentic
assessments in provided valuable information about knowledge gains throughout the training
and implementation process. They could validate online tool proficiency before engaging the
trainees in content learning. For these reasons, they suggest that practitioners in the citizen
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science field adopted embedded assessments to evaluate measurement skill development
(Becker-Klein et al., 2016). Friedman (2008) developed the “Framework for Evaluating
Impacts of Informal Science Education Projects.” Despite calls for citizen science program
assessment, no literature reviewed in this effort used the framework as an assessment tool.
Program assessment should be a direction for future research to standardize data collection
and provide an opportunity for monitoring educational gains within and across programs.
Many authors noted the economic outlook of citizen science programs (Birkin &
Goulson, 2015; Clarridge, 2016; Gollan, De Bryun, Reid, & Wilkie, 2012; Reynolds, 2016).
One recent dissertation (Fauver, 2016) compared three citizen science projects to three
analogous professional projects to compare the costs involved in each approach. The results
indicated that citizen science projects were not more affordable, but they had favorable
externalities related to participant science literacy, community engagement, and stewardship
(Fauver, 2016). Furthermore, training before data collection has more upfront costs, but
lower maintenance costs. When impromptu training arose as unsupervised, independent
citizen scientists collected data in the field, higher maintenance costs accrued as staff time to
ensure data collection quality (Fauver, 2016).
While the economic viability of citizen science programs is essential for program
sustainability, the literature reviewed indicates that the phenomenon of citizen science itself,
regardless of training parameters, “promote[s] lifelong learning of STEM in a wide variety of
informal settings” (National Science Foundation (NSF) 09-553, 2009). The ability of citizen
science to contribute to the national professional capacity of research (National Science
Foundation (NSF) 09-553, 2009) is the more tenuous goal in question, hence this
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dissertation’s focus on training and data reliability, rather than training and science literacy
gains.
Concluding Comments
In this literature review, the decade-long history of scholarly investigation of citizen
science training was synthesized. The literature review began with a broad query for all
citizen science literature and narrowed to a specific analysis of training-related citizen
science research. Queries of three major library databases, ProQuest, EBSCOhost, and
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses and one content-specific journal Citizen Science: Theory
and Practice revealed several themes in a narrow field of literature. These themes included
general commentary about the value of citizen science, which was cited primarily in Chapter
I, semantics in citizen science, science literacy gains as a result of citizen science
participation, data quality investigations and discussion, training research needs and
examples, and instruction, learning, and assessment in citizen science. These themes are
varied, but understanding the existing literature base in these arenas provides a stable
foundation for carrying out the proposed research, which is qualitative and interdisciplinary
in nature, probing for both primary documentation regarding training initiatives and
qualitative information regarding the perceived efficacy of existing training efforts in citizen
science programming.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the methodology of this dissertation research, including the
procedural design, study population, data collection, and analytical approach. In this chapter,
there also will be discussions of the triangulation process, ethical concerns, trustworthiness of
the study, and issues of confidentiality. The purpose of this research design is to identify
patterns and themes in content, instructional design, theoretical alignment, and perceived
efficacy of training for citizen scientist volunteers tasked with collecting data in the field.
This qualitative comparative multiple case study research will use three data sources,
document analysis, surveys, and semi-structured interviews to characterize the content,
instructional design themes, theoretical alignment, and perceived efficacy of training
designed to teach citizen scientists how to collect ecological data in the field.
The research questions developed for this dissertation study probe at the nature of
citizen science training. Because the causal relationship between training and data collection
reliability cannot be made in the absence of experimental results, this qualitative approach is
intended to capture the perceptions of efficacy rather than a numeric measurement of
procedural accuracy in data collection. These questions also facilitate the collection of
thematic data about training design and delivery mode. They are intended to explore a broad
context rather than establish discreet variables for comparisons. As such, these research
questions are appropriate for a qualitative comparative multiple case study.
R1: What are the characteristics of citizen science trainings designed to train
volunteers to collect ecological data in natural land settings?
R2: How do organizational leaders describe their perception of the efficacy of the
trainings to produce reliable data collection?
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Qualitative Case Study Design
The qualitative case study design is appropriate for this inquiry because no
observational study currently exists to characterize citizen science training (Danielsen et al.,
2014; Smith, 2015), yet scholars are debating the quality of the data collected by citizen
scientists. Just as case studies of data collection phenomena exist in the literature, so too
should there exist a characterization of the citizen science training whose learning goals
include the procedural task of data collection. This dissertation inquiry includes a qualitative
comparative multiple case study investigation. Conclusions from this investigation may
inform future efforts to quantify how citizen scientists learn to collect reliable data in this
informal science setting.
The study will include within-case (case = organization) and cross-case analysis
(Baxter & Jack, 2008; Yin, 2013) of a multiple case study. Case study research involves
multiple, intentional streams of data collection and analysis within the broader framework of
qualitative research (Yin, 2013). This dissertation inquiry includes a sequential investigation
that has the following major components: case identification, training document analysis, an
organizational survey, and follow-up semi-structured interviews with training leaders from
categorically representative organizations (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Four components of qualitative research design: case identification, document
analysis, surveys, and semi-structured interviews.
There are three leading case study methodologists, Merriam, Stake, and Yin who
presented different approaches to case study research (Yazan, 2015). According to Yazan
(2015), each have a different epistemological approach to case study research. Merriam
(1998) and Stake (1995) tended to lean away from the traditional tenets of quantitative
research, relying more on the constructivist perspective of knowledge discovery (Yazan,
2015).
Yin (2013) in contrast, sought alignment with positivistic and quantitative research
approaches (Yazan, 2015). He urged researchers to adopt a common analytical framework to
increase quality and acceptance of qualitative approaches. This dissertation research is
aligned with both education and science disciplines. The science community is entrenched in
quantitative approaches; therefore, it is most appropriate to follow the case study analysis
guidance of Yin. Yin’s pillars of credibility, including construct validity, internal validity,
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external validity, and reliability, and discussion on triangulation provide an analytical
framework akin to that provided in quantitative analyses.
Multiple Case Study Design
A multiple case study is design is appropriate for this inquiry because it affords a
breadth of information from which themes can be extrapolated. The research design is
exploratory in nature, but the sequential investigative steps drive the investigation into the
realm of descriptive case study design (Yin, 2013). This is possible with multiple cases
because repetitive measures give a description of both the phenomenon itself and the
variance in implementation apparent among the cases. A single case study is only
appropriate for rare cases (Yin, 2013) or intrinsic case study research, in which the case itself
is the subject of inquiry (Stake, 1995). In multiple case study design, both qualitative and
quantitative data will be collected, but the research remains intrinsically qualitative in nature
because the research questions explore the nature of a phenomenon rather than intend to
quantify its parameters (Merriam, 1998). Collecting both qualitative and quantitative data
provides a rich description of the phenomenon (Yin, 2013). Therefore, the choice of a
multiple case study design is most applicable to this current research study identifying
theoretical and instructional design themes in current citizen science training initiatives.
Furthermore, this dissertation makes no attempt to draw causality between variables;
therefore, the analytical power that might be preferred in a quantitative approach does
nothing to advance the research questions posed. Alternatives such as a quantitative survey
may reach more cases, but the depth of information would be limited with numeric data only.
A qualitative comparative multiple case study allows for rich descriptive information while
affording a breadth of inquiry that contributes to transferability and credibility (Lincoln &
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Guba, 1985). Instead, the qualitative rich description will help scholars understand the
categories of learners and learning contexts in which citizen science data collection might
occur. This may inform the scholarly inquiry regarding the reliability of citizen science data.
Participant Sample
A purposive sample for this investigation will include organizational users of the
CitSci.org database, who task volunteers with field-based ecological data collection. The
CitSci.org database operates as a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform that is free for
individuals and organizations to use to conduct citizen science of any kind. The database
was developed by Newman (2010) and is maintained by the Natural Resource Ecology Lab
(NREL) at Colorado State University (CSU). There are 400 organizational users of the
CitSci.org database. The database is a complete web-based platform for organizational
communication, information, data collection, and analysis for citizen science programs.
Sample Size
The field of citizen science is burgeoning, but it is still relatively small. The sample
size captured by these qualitative methods will be a notable quantity of cases among the
entire field of citizen science to which these specific study population parameters could be
applied. Greater similarity between groups will require fewer samples to reach saturation.
If, however, the cases are exceptionally variable, more cases will be needed to identify
themes and reach saturation.
Although principles of saturation are inherently numeric and therefore contrast with
the philosophy of qualitative research, Mason (2010) presented a systematic review of
dissertations to provide some guiding numeric advice for qualitative research pursuits. Of
179 dissertation case studies involving interviews, the mean sample size was 36 (Mason,
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2010). Among 42 dissertations that involved content analysis, 28 was the mean sample size
(Mason, 2010). Bertaux (1981) contended that qualitative studies required a minimum of 15
samples regardless of methodology. In light of these scholarly recommendations, the target
sample size for this study is 15-36 organizations.
Case Identification
General categorization of organizations will be the first methodological phase for this
investigation. Study inclusion for organizations (i.e., cases) will be based on the presence of
training resources for volunteers tasked with data collection outdoors in a natural habitat
(called herein the field). Based on her rudimentary evaluation of the project descriptions on
the currentCitSci.org website, the investigator in this study will likely include organizational
categories such as non-profit organizations, institutions of higher education, K-12 school
districts, and land managing agencies (CitSci.org, n.d.). After reviewing the organizational
profiles, additional selection categories may be implemented, such as type of ecological data
collected.
All private users, for example, land owners who are storing their own data in
CitSci.org, will not be included. These groups will be omitted because it is assumed that
their data collection efforts are personal, requiring no training for a group of participants.
Organizations that engage citizen scientists in activities that do not involve field-based data
collection will also not be included.
Informed Consent Process
The informed consent process will begin as soon as a case is identified following the
case identification and document checklist (Appendix B). Although no personal data will be
collected in this multiple case study research design, the researcher will send the letter of
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informed consent (Appendix A) as the cover letter for the training document request. This
same letter of informed consent will also preface the survey and semi-structured interview
data collection stages. It is possible that multiple individuals from a single case organization
may facilitate the data collection process, hence this redundancy in the informed consent
process.
Each stage of data collection will commence at different times depending on the
progress of each individual case. At each stage of engagement, document analysis, survey, or
semi-structured interview, a one-week response time will be requested. Two days following
the initiation of the document request and survey release, the researcher will contact the
participant to offer support. Five days following the initiation, a reminder email will be sent.
On day seven and every other day after, the researcher will follow-up to receive the required
data in a timely fashion. If the process is still not complete in two weeks’ time without
reasonable explanation from the contact for the case, the pursuit of that case will cease. This
will be communicated via a final communication from the researcher to the participant.
There are over 400 members of the CitSci.org website. A user survey sent out to the
CitSci.org membership last year by another researcher resulted in 94 responses (G. Newman,
personal communication, November 28, 2017). The sample size target for this dissertation is
15-36 cases. This previous survey’s response rate provides a measure of assurance regarding
this researcher’s effort to secure an adequate sample. Because it is assumed that some
organizations will start, but not complete the data collection process for this dissertation, the
goal is to initiate document analysis and subsequent data collection with as many cases as are
identified, rather than limit the cases to a random sample of organizations meeting the case
identification parameters.
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Data Saturation
A pre-determined number of samples does not necessarily predict data saturation;
rather, data saturation is discovered through the data collection process and indicated when
no new codes arise from additional sampling (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006). For
example, if many organizations are training volunteers to collect similar data, fewer
organizations would need to be sampled to achieve data saturation; however, this reality
would not be known before conducting the investigation. To achieve the goal of 15-36
organizations completing the sequential investigative process, and to avoid unnecessary data
collection if more than 100 organizations meet the criteria in case sample selection, more
detailed selection criteria may need to be determined. The next potential selection criteria for
organization participation would limit the type of ecological data collected to plant
identification and measurement data.
Data Collection Methods
Document Analysis
After identifying the cases from the CitSci.org database to be included in the
participant sample, all the training documents available for each organization (case) will be
organized in the case identification and document checklist (Appendix B) and used in a
content analysis (Neuendorf, 2016). From these documents, a thematic framework of
content, learning theory, and instructional design alignment will be developed, to be applied
to a subsequent organizational survey. The data from the document analysis will be
organized in a case study database, the general framework of which will be created in
advance of data collection. Designing an analytical tool is a primary tenet of Yin’s (2013)
theory of case study research because it facilitates credibility, dependability, measures of data
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quality, and validation in qualitative research (Yazan, 2015; Yin, 2013). This general
framework will drive the process of document discovery, but as documents are assimilated,
the framework will become more nuanced to capture the information revealed.
Organizational Survey
The organizational survey, the next phase of this research, will probe for
organizational characteristics, volunteer demographics, details regarding the thematic
framework arising from the document content analysis, and leaders’ perceptions of training
efficacy for participant learning. Although this is a qualitative investigation, superior case
study designs use all possible data streams including both qualitative and quantitative data
(Yin, 2013). These data may include numeric forms such as length of program or number of
volunteers engaged. See Appendix C for a copy of the organizational survey instrument.
A pilot release of the survey will provide an opportunity to evaluate the survey design
to determine whether it is collecting the desired information. This pilot survey will be sent to
key informants within the CitSci.org membership who have a working relationship with the
CitSci.org staff. The leaders selected will be representative of one of the organizational
categories revealed in the first step of this research.
The survey data will be incorporated into the case study database, which will be
stored and analyzed with dedoose©, a software program that analyzes rich media for
qualitative and mixed methods research (dedoose©, 2017). This database will be used to
identify common themes across cases and to evaluate reliability and validity. As Merriam
(1998) described, analysis occurs throughout the data collection process and becomes more
rigorous as more data is collected. Themes are identified and become nuanced through the
rich descriptive process of multiple case study design. If discrepant cases are identified,
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these may be explored more deeply in the next step of the investigation, the semi-structured
interviews. Field testing, which is an attempt to measure reliability and validity with a
smaller initial sample, will occur naturally as an outcome of the on-going analysis capable
with the case study database in DEDOOSE© software. No pre-determined number of cases
with which to conduct field testing is planned. Analysis will occur with the addition of each
new case.
Semi-structured Interviews
The final phase of data collection will involve follow-up semi-structured interviews
with organizations’ training leaders. The target interview subjects will be leaders within the
organizations who led the development of or who are leading the on-going management or
implementation of training initiatives studied. The semi-structured interview questions
follow the script of the survey questions closely to facilitate triangulation between the data
collection sequences. The semi-structured interview questions are in Appendix D. The
researcher will incorporate a thematic analysis (Guest, 2012) of the interview data into the
case study database. This final sequential step in the methodology will complete the data
triangulation (Denzin, 2012; Stavros & Westberg, 2009; Yin, 2013).
Interviewees will be contacted via web-meeting tool. These conversations will be
recorded and transcribed. The transcript will be incorporated into the dedoose© case study
database. Once the transcription is complete, the web meeting file will be destroyed. Even if
it is possible to meet some respondents in person, all semi-structured interviews will occur
via web application to standardize the interviewing protocol and experience.
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Data Analysis Process
The case study database will be used to identify common themes across cases. As
Merriam (1998) described, analysis occurs throughout the data collection process and
becomes more rigorous as more data is collected. Themes will be identified and become
nuanced through the rich descriptive process of multiple case study design (Merriam, 1998).
The document analysis will inform the development of the codes in the case study database.
The survey will constitute the primary data collection tool. The semi-structured interviews
will triangulate the document analysis and survey. The survey and semi-structured interview
questions can be found in Appendix C and D. The questions are pre-coded according to the
type of question, their inquiry theme, and the research question they address. To facilitate
this coding, the survey and semi-structured interview questions are stored in a spreadsheet.
This spreadsheet is sortable by research question, information category, and question format.
The information categories include demographics, training, evaluation, learning assessment,
data collection, and program design. This aids in the triangulation between the survey and
semi-structured interview questions. The phrases that preface some of the questions relate to
this coding effort.
These steps will occur in sequence with analysis occurring as new cases are added to
the database. dedoose© is an adaptive analytical tool allowing for analysis during data
collection. Within the dedoose© case study database, analysis and visualization of data are
possible (dedoose©, 2017). As new cases are added, the database may be refreshed and reanalyzed. Numeric data, in the form of demographic or program statistics, may be
incorporated into the database along with qualitative, text-based data. Numeric components
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may also be analyzed using quantitative analytical tools like descriptive statistics while textbased data are analyzed for word usage and theme alignment.
Data Analysis for Document Analysis
After the identification of cases for the sample in this study, training documents
submitted by each organization (case) will be assimilated into the dedoose© case study
database. Training documents may include written documents, multimedia tutorials, and
web-based training tools like videos and audio submissions. Transcripts of multimedia tools
will be created if captioning does not already exist. These documents will be analyzed to
find common words and themes within the documents. These words and themes will become
the codes within the database.
Data Analysis for the Surveys
The content and thematic codes arising from the document analysis will drive the
analysis of the survey data. As the researcher receives new surveys, they will be
incorporated into the database. This adaptive process facilitates emerging analysis. No new
codes should arise if there is alignment between the training documents and survey responses
provided by an organization. The survey data will also reveal demographic and program
statistics. These become descriptors in the dedoose© case study database. These descriptors
will be used to find interactions between training characteristics (themes and codes) and
participant, collected data, and organization characteristics (descriptors).
Data Analysis for Semi-structured Interviews
The semi-structured interview data will be assimilated into the dedoose© case study
database. The interview questions are closely aligned with the survey questions. The purpose
of interviewing training leaders is to clarify issues or anomalies arising from the document
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analysis and survey data. The interview data will be analyzed and applied to a triangulation
process along with the document analysis and survey data. If no new information arises in
the interview process other than clarifications, these data will exhibit reliability.
Cross-case analysis will reveal themes in content and demographic trends across
training programs designed to teach citizen scientists how to collect data. Although it is
likely that the citizen science research projects for which training is developed will be highly
variable, principles of adult education are broadly applied in other fields; thus, it is assumed
there will be evidence of their application across programs. Likewise, principles of
instructional design are not subject-specific. The common ways in which instructional
programs are designed should become apparent through the analytical process. If they do,
these converging multiple cases will confirm the principles of qualitative data quality and
reliability.
Data Reliability in Qualitative Data Analysis
Triangulation facilitates qualitative data trustworthiness. Lincoln and Guba (1985)
established four parameters with which to assess qualitative data. Credibility is a concept
akin to quantitative internal validity; it describes how accurately the data collected
represented the phenomena under investigation. Transferability is a parameter to describe
how applicable the data collected are to other analogous contexts. Dependability, like
quantitative reliability, describes the repeatability of a study. Confirmability, akin to
quantitative objectivity, describes the independence between the researchers’ biases and the
data collected (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Member checking is a qualitative analytical tool used to increase validity in
qualitative research (Birt, Scott, Caver, Campbell & Walter, 2016). Lincoln and Guba (1985)
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recommend member checking as a means of ensuring that the participants’ perspectives of a
phenomenon are adequately represented. Member checking will not be used to validate
citizen science training themes and theoretical alignments, the focus the first research
question. Since this question does not address human perception, this would be an
inappropriate use of member checking.
The second research question addresses training leaders’ perceptions of the efficacy
of their training to promote data reliability. Member checking is an appropriate analytical
tool for this research question. However, while member checking may increase validity in
this inquiry stream, but it may also bias the results. One critique of member checking is that
it can transform an authentic data collection experience into a cultivated data artifact that
portrays a specific intent, success, or outcome (Birt et al., 2016). It is also most appropriate
in ground theory research in which the definition of a phenomenon is enhanced by a cocreated process of knowledge creation (Birt et al., 2016). The authentic perception of citizen
scientist collected data reliability is the only possible measure by which training success can
be characterized because validating the actual data collected by citizen scientists would
require a priori methods to ensure that a benchmark or analytical measurement was
developed in advance of training. Since the authenticity of the perception lends more
reliability than a cultivated response, member checking will not be used as a means of
validation.
Collecting multiple streams of analogous data facilitates the establishment of
qualitative data quality by creating a redundant inquiry system in which codes and themes are
revealed. When multiple streams of data collection reinforce codes and themes, data
credibility is demonstrated (Yin, 2013). When these codes and themes are applicable to
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many cases, transferability and dependability are illustrated. When independent researchers
arrive at similar codes and themes in independent analysis, confirmability is demonstrated.
Achievement of these criteria will be the goal when analyzing and coding the multiple case
study database created during this investigation.
Trustworthiness Concerns in Qualitative Studies
Collecting multiple streams of analogous data facilitates the establishment of
qualitative data quality by creating a redundant inquiry system in which codes and themes are
revealed and confirmed or contradicted. If the latter occurs, the theme may be probed with
additional inquiry. When the former occurs, multiple streams of data collection reinforce
codes and themes, which demonstrates data credibility. When these codes and themes are
applicable to a number of cases, it indicates transferability and dependability. When
independent researchers arrive at similar codes and themes in independent analysis,
confirmability is demonstrated. The methodology of this dissertation will provide these
analytical confirmations for qualitative research.
Role of the Researcher, Researcher Bias
In this study design, the researcher will play different roles in the sequential steps of
the investigation. In the phase of document analysis, the researcher will compile primary
documentation about training initiatives for each case. The researcher will input these data
into the case study database. The process of assimilating primary documentation into
secondary notes has the potential to introduce bias. However, this bias is a learned
perspective that drives the design of the study. The a priori assumptions inherent in the
research arise from the researcher’s professional experience in higher education, with citizen
science volunteers, and from the literature.
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Assumptions
The whole phenomenon of citizen science assumes that individuals lacking a terminal
degree in science can contribute to the collection of scientific data. This generalization
assumes that procedural knowledge can be acquired in a training environment and that the
educational experience contributes to learning. Although this seems self-evident, few
previous studies have acknowledged the educational experience as a variable in data
collection success.
Methodological Assumptions
A driving assumption of the proposed research methodology is that users of the
CitSci.org database are a representative sample. There are other databases that could be
used, most notably SciStarter.org, but this database is much broader in scope. The projects in
CitSci.org are all related to ecological data collection; therefore, the use of this database
automatically narrows the sample according to this parameter. The purposive sample arising
from the same database will also standardize the information flow. This will facilitate crosscase comparisons and the development of a case study database.
Another assumption is that training themes and codes will arise from document
analysis. There must be enough similarities across programs to create meaningful
summations of their training activities. Regarding sample size, greater similarity between
groups will require fewer samples to reach saturation. If, however, the cases are
exceptionally variable, more cases will be needed to identify themes and codes and reach
saturation.
The final methodological assumption is that training can be characterized through
secondary materials. No primary observation will occur, since direct observation puts the
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researcher at the center of the data collection process, which raises issues of bias. The
methodology used in this study assumes that the documents and media associated with
training, and the recollections captured in the survey and semi-structured interviews are
enough to characterize the training. Hopefully, this sequential but secondary perspective is a
more neutral approach and one that reveals the true nature of the trainings.
Theoretical Assumptions
The first assumption is that principles of andragogy contribute to an effective learning
experience for adults (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 2011). Adults have more life
experience and practical needs than children. A learning experience designed for adults will
incorporate the learner’s personal experience into the acquisition of new knowledge by
drawing connections between prior and current learning (Merrill, 2002). Adults also need a
motivation to learn (Knowles et al., 2011), and the practical applications here are many. In
the most direct interpretation, citizen scientists need to learn how to collect scientific data in
the field for their present citizen scientist engagement. From a sociocultural perspective,
public participation in scientific research can result in “transformative effects for
democratization of knowledge production” (Bela et al., 2016, p. 90). When reviewing
training materials, the researcher will look for evidence of andragogy, which is assumed to
activate these transformative effects for adult learners. As applied to this dissertation
inquiry, these assumptions of andragogy are deductive. Qualitative research and data
collection allows room for on-going interpretation and may reveal additional learning theory
alignments.
The second assumption is that principles of backwards design contribute to an
intentional educational experience. Backwards design is an instructional design principle
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that describes the sequence in which a learning experience should be designed (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2005). The first step is to identify the learning outcomes. The next steps are to
design the assessments for measuring attainment of these learning outcomes, and the final
steps are to design the learning activities (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). This backwards
design process seems almost unavoidable since the intent of the citizen science programs
under investigation here is to train citizen scientists to collect ecological data in the field. As
such, the learning outcome is citizen scientists will learn how to collect credible data.
Typically, the data collection protocols used are designed by scientists and/or teams of
scientists and citizen scientists in advance of the training initiative.
Ethical Concerns and Confidentiality
Regarding ethical concerns, the participants in this study are organizations and their
training programs. The individuals who participate in the training program are not objects of
the study design. Therefore, their ethical protection is not a concern. The informed consent
process will be directed towards organizations and will regard the usage and investigation of
training materials and training programs. This research will also investigate the general
demographics of the training programs’ participants but will not ask specific information
about their identities. The informed consent notice is in Appendix A. Organization identity
will be linked to the data in the database for the purposes of facilitating the sequential process
of the methodology. However, once the analysis is complete, all information regarding the
specifics of the training programs, the documentation, and the specific organizations to which
they belong will be coded so that any discussion of them in publication will not provide
information relevant to the specific identity of the organization.
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The data collected will be stored in a password-protected dedoose© case study
database. This case study database will be preserved in a password-protected state for five
years following the conclusion of this research effort. At that time, the electronic case study
database will be destroyed.
Generalization of the Study
Scholarly information about citizen science training is limited to single-organization
case studies (Bela et al., 2016; Newman et al., 2010). This dissertation research will be the
first scholarly attempt to aggregate training information into a single case study database
where the information may be analyzed for training themes and content. Although there are
myriad contents in which citizen science occurs, the researcher expects to reveal similarities
and differences among cases. Similarities across training programs will aid the development
of codes in the case study database. Contrasting results may reveal naturally occurring,
unique study groups and theoretical frameworks that may become the variable parameters for
future research. Describing these similarities and differences after analysis will provide
researchers a construct from which to design future research studies that experimentally
assess the learning outcomes and data collection success of volunteers trained with different
methods.
Summary
In this qualitative, comparative, multiple case study design, organizational members
of the CitSci.org database will be queried to investigate the characteristics of training
designed to educate citizen scientists tasked with ecological field data collection. The
sequential design of this case study research will catalog the training documents associated
with these programs. The following survey completed by organizational leaders will collect
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demographic and content data. The final data collection step involves semi-structured
interviews to clarify and triangulate the document analysis and survey data. The data
collected will be analyzed using dedoose© software. This software provides an adaptive
platform for storing, analyzing and characterizing the data. The data analysis process may
triangulate the three data components of each case. The cross-case analysis may reveal
themes across citizen science training programs. It may also reveal demographic and
program trends across the citizen science landscape. The resulting conclusions may inform
future citizen science training initiatives and citizen science data collection reliability.
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Appendix A: Informed Consent
Please review this information before proceeding.
Title of the Study
Training citizen scientists: A qualitative, comparative, multiple case study to identify
theoretical and instructional design themes in current citizen science training initiatives
Investigator: Maggie Gaddis, PhD Candidate, University of the Rockies
Contact information of the investigator: Margaret.gaddis@my.rockies.edu, 719-314-5177
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative comparative multiple case study is to identify patterns
and themes in content, instructional design, theoretical alignment, and perceived efficacy of
training for citizen scientists tasked with collecting ecological data in the field. The
sequential design of this dissertation includes document analysis, a survey, and semistructured interviews. This is the survey component of this dissertation.

Procedure to Be Followed
Please review this informed consent document by clicking on the survey link. If you
agree, type the words “I agree” to accept the informed consent. Proceed with answering the
survey questions. If you do not agree, please close the survey after reviewing the informed
consent.
You may close your browser at any time to cancel your participation before you
submit the survey. You may decline answering any question included in the survey.
You must be 18 years or older to participate.
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Level of Risk or Discomfort for Research Subjects
This survey is completely voluntary. No questions require you to reveal any personal
or identity information beyond your relationship to the organization you represent. The
majority of the questions in this survey address the characteristics of the organization’s
citizen science program and its participants. There should be no risk or discomfort involved
in participating in this research.

Benefits of the Study to the Subjects and Community
Citizen scientists are volunteers who participate in scientific activities under the
guidance of professional scientists and organizations. The work of citizen scientists greatly
expands the data collection possibilities in natural resource management (Bonney et al.,
2014; Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010; Schmeller et al., 2008), fosters a sense of
place (Havlick, Hourdequin, & John, 2014), and increases science literacy among
participants (Crall et al., 2013; Rasmussen, 2015) and their social communities (Lynch,
2016). The connection between citizen science training design and participant learning is not
described in the literature (Bela et al., 2016; Crall et al., 2011; Dickinson et al., 2010,
Newman et al, 2010, Smith, 2015). The general problem is data collected by citizen
scientists is often viewed as unreliable by the scientists and land managers who might use it
(Crall et al., 2011; reviewed in Dickinson, Zuckerberg, & Bonter, 2010; Gollan, De Bryun,
Reid, & Wilkie, 2012). The specific problem is the absence of educational training
measurement in citizen science program design and analysis with which to ascertain the
learning gains of trained citizen scientists. More research is needed to investigate how and
what citizen scientists learn in these informal training environments (Bonney et al., 2009b;
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Crall et al., 2013; Newman et al., 2010; Smith, 2015; Rasmussen, 2015). Your participation
in this survey may further the cause of improving training for citizen scientists.
Duration of Subjects’ Participation in the Study
The survey will take 1 hour to complete.
Compensation for participation in the study
This survey is voluntary and no compensation is afforded.
If you agree to participate, type “I agree” and proceed to the next page to start the
survey. If you do not agree to participate, close your browser now, and contact the
administrator to withdraw your participation from the study.
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Appendix B: Case Identification and Document Checklist
Case Identification and Document Analysis Checklist
Case Name
Case Contact Name
Case Contact Email
Case Website
Case Training File
Location
(web/paper)
Informed Consent Signed?
(mark when complete)
Yes
Case Data Collection
Progress
Document
(mark when complete)
Analysis

File Name

File Type
(doc, ppt, mov,
pdf, etc)

Survey

Semi-Structured
Interview

File Location
(URL/
Hard Drive
location)

File Description link to survey categories
(Training, Evaluation,
Learning Assessment,
Program Design,
Data Collection
basic communication)
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Appendix C: Survey Instrument
Survey Questions and Possible Responses
Question Text
What is your relationship to the organization that hosts the
citizen science program that is the subject of this inquiry?

What is the tax status of your organization?

How many employees does your organization have?
Is your organization a chapter or branch of a larger
organization?

How many volunteers total does your organization engage,
on average per year?
How many volunteers do you actively manage (ie trained,
uniformed, recognized or other formal recognition while
volunteering)?
How many hours, on average, does an actively managed
volunteer contribute per year?
How many years have you engaged volunteers in work that
involves data collection (whether or not you called it “citizen
science”)?
How many volunteers participate in data collection
activities?
How many years have you had a formal citizen science
program?
How many hours do citizen scientists contribute per year
(total for all volunteers)?
If possible, look at your volunteer impacts recording.
Calculate the average age and age range of your citizen
scientists. If you don’t collect data to report a calculated
average, note that here and answer the following question
instead.
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Response
open response
501(c)3
Government agency
University-affiliated
Private organization
1-3
4-10
11-30
More than 30
Y/N
0-10
11-50
50-100
100+
1,000+

enter number
enter number

enter number
enter number
enter number
enter number

enter number

Describe your citizen scientists. You can select different
categorizations. Order them according to abundance with the
most abundance volunteer age group as #1 and the least
abundant is a #4.
Please describe your volunteers. For example, are they
indigenous, students, adults, retired folks? Do they have
access to formal education? Have they graduated from
college or university? Do they participate in pre-formed
groups? If so, what groups? If you could write a profile
describing your volunteers that you would then post on your
website, what would it say?

Do you train your citizen scientists?
Do you train your citizen scientists? Please describe the
training.
Do you produce the training materials?

Youth under 18
18-30
31-50
50+

open response
Y/N [If no, skip the rest of the
questions with heading
ending in Training Materials]
open response
Y/N
We have produced training
materials in the past, but we
no longer do this.
We produce training materials
regularly in response to
learning needs as they arise
(ad-hoc training).
We produce training materials
only when we start new
citizen science programs
(formal training).
We have never produced
training resources.
We use training resources
produced by an outside
authority?
other

Do you produce the training materials?
To what degree does your organization use outside resources
to train citizen scientists?
On a scale of 0-7, 7 is 100% of the training materials, 0 is
0% of the training materials.
Likert scale
If you use training resources produced by an outside
authority, please provide identifying information here and
describe these resources.
open response
We give our trainees printed
How are your training materials disseminated to citizen
materials.
scientists?
We email them after we
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recruit the volunteers.
We have them always
available on our website,
YouTube channel, or other
web-based location.
We have them in cloud
storage and send links to
share them.
We have a secured login area
of our website.
Written training materials: Do you train your citizen
scientists with written training resources? [If no, skip the
following questions tagged with the phrase written training
materials].

Y/N
Written training materials on
paper
Written training materials in
electronic files (e.g.
presentation files, pdf, word
documents, etc)
We compile the resources
Written training materials: What kind(s) of written training into our own training manual.
materials do you provide for your citizen scientists [check all Training materials published
that apply]?
by an outside authority
Written training materials: If you use written training
materials published by an outside authority, please write in
the title and author here, or write N/A
open response
Written training materials: What portion of your training
materials are in a written form? On a scale of 0-7, 7 is 100%
of the training materials, 0 is 0% of the training materials.
Likert scale
Written training materials: Please describe the written
materials you provide for your citizen scientists for training
purposes?
open response
Written training materials: Do your written training materials
include photos?
Y/N
Written training materials: Do your citizen scientists help to
author the written training materials?
Y/N
Y/N [If no, skip the following
questions tagged with the
Multimedia training materials: Do you train your citizen
phrase multimedia training
scientists with multimedia training resources?
materials].
Multimedia training materials: What kind(s) of multimedia We offer our volunteers no
training materials do you provide for your citizen scientists multimedia training materials
[check all that apply]?
[If no, skip the rest of the
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multimedia training materials
questions].
Webpages designed for the
training effort
Videos
Audio recordings
Web-based tutorials
Television programming
Digital presentations
Other, please describe:
Multimedia training materials: If you use multimedia
training materials published by an outside authority, please
write in the title and author here, or write N/A
Multimedia training materials: What portion of your training
materials are in a multimedia form? On a scale of 0-7, 7 is
100% of the training materials, 0 is 0% of the training
materials.
Multimedia training materials: Please describe the
multimedia training materials you provide for your citizen
scientists for training purposes?
Evaluation: Do your citizen scientists provide evaluative
feedback for training improvement?

Evaluation: If your citizen scientists provide evaluative
feedback for training improvement, how is it provided?
Evaluation: Please describe how your organization handles
evaluative feedback once it is received?
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Do you give your
citizen scientists any learning assessments?

Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Do you give your
citizen scientists any learning assessments?
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open response

Likert Scale

open response
Y/N
By informal request for email
or verbal response
Citizen scientists submit an
evaluation form we provide
for them
Other: please describe [open
response]
open response
Y/N
a written quiz
a verbal question and answer
situation to validate
knowledge
citizen scientists have to
provide a physical
demonstration of data
collection protocol
citizen scientists have to write
out the protocol after learning
it in an experiential context

other, please describe: [open
response]
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Do you use a preand post-test to measure citizen science learning outcomes?
Pre- and post-tests are analogous assessments that are given
before and after training to measure the learning gains during
the training.
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Describe how you
know that your training is providing the knowledge gains
you intend?
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Do you think your
training could be improved? In what ways?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Do you think your citizen
scientists are collecting reliable data?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: How reliable do you think
the data is that your citizen scientists collect?
On a scale of 0-7, 7 is 100% reliable, 0 is 0% not reliable at
all.
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Do you think the data
collected by your citizen scientists could be used in scientific
analysis?
On a scale of 0-7, 7 is absolutely yes, 0 is definitely not.
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Is the data collected by
your citizen scientists currently used by scientists? If so,
how?
Citizen Scientist Data Reliability: Describe the process by
which you teach your citizen scientists to collect data.

Citizen Scientist Data Collection: How is the data collected
by your citizen scientists? [check all that apply]

Citizen Scientist Data Collection: What happens to the data
after you collect it? [check all that apply]
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Y/N

open response
open response
Y/N

Likert scale

Likert scale

open response
open response
Data are recorded on paper.
Data are recorded on paper
and transferred to digital
forms later.
Data are recorded digitally in
the field.
Data are recorded using a
technology platform.
Data are recorded on citizen
scientists’ phones.
Data are stored on a
computer.
Data are stored on a paper
file.
Data are encrypted for
security.

Data are shared with
interested parties upon
request.
Data are shared through an
open source technology
platform.
Data are shared on our
organization website.
Data are shared with resource
and land managers.
If you use a technology platform to support your data
collection, please note which one here, or write N/A.

Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Who analyzes the results
of the data collection effort with statistical analysis?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Describe the data your
citizen scientists collect.

Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Describe the data your
citizen scientists collect? [check all that apply]
Citizen Science Program Design: What are the objectives of
your citizen science program? Please copy them verbatim
here.
Citizen Science Training Design: Does anyone on your
training team have specific training or credentials as an
educator of any population of individuals?
Citizen Science Training Design: Why do you think you
need a training program for your citizen scientists?
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open response
staff within our organization
the scientists with whom the
organization partners
an external organization to
whom we send the data
the data are not analyzed
other, please describe [open
response]
open response
Plant data
Animal data
Habitat area/condition data
Water quality data
Weather data
Ecological parameters
Marine data
Aquatic data
Terrestrial data
Restoration data
User data
Other, please describe [open
response]

open response
Y/N If yes, please describe
these credentials.
[open response]
open response

Citizen Science Training Design: Please describe how your
citizen scientists are mentored, if at all. If they are not
mentored, please note that.
Citizen Science Training Design: If you do not have a formal
training program, how do you impart the procedural
knowledge needed to complete the data collection task?
Citizen Science Training Design: If you could implement
any training program you can envision, what would it look
like? Why do you think this would be the best design?
Citizen Science Training Design: How do you motivate
citizen scientists to persist in their role?
Citizen Science Training Design: Describe how, if ever,
citizen scientists observe a demonstration of their data
collection task? If no demonstration occurs, please note that.
Citizen Science Training Design: Describe how the new
learning from training is applied to the citizen scientists’
world?
Citizen Science Training Design: How do you activate
citizen scientists’ prior knowledge in training?
Citizen Science Training Design: How do you engage citizen
scientists’ in solving real world problems?
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open response

open response

open response
open response

open response

open response
open response
open response

Appendix D: Semi-structured Interview Questions
Question Text
How do you train your citizen scientists?
What is your process for developing training materials?
If you use training resources produced by an outside authority, who is this?
How did you encounter these training materials for the first time? What kinds of
training resources are available? What kinds of professional development or ongoing support does the outside authority provide?
How are your training materials disseminated to citizen scientists? Is this an ongoing process, or a one-time sharing of all the resources available, or some other
arrangement?
Written training materials: Please describe the written materials you provide for
your citizen scientists for training purposes?
Do you disseminate these on paper or by electronic file? Do these paper files
include photos?
Written training materials: Do your citizen scientists help to author the written
training materials?
How do they participate in their own education process?
Multimedia training materials: What kind(s) of multimedia training materials do
you provide for your citizen scientists?
Multimedia training materials: Please describe the multimedia training materials
you provide for your citizen scientists for training purposes?
How are they delivered? Do they reside in an openly accessible web location?
Do you need a password to access them? Can your citizen scientists edit, add, or
delete multimedia training resources from wherever they are stored?
Evaluation: How do your citizen scientists provide evaluative feedback for
training improvement?
Evaluation: Please describe how your organization handles evaluative feedback
once it is received?
Is there one person who fields this feedback privately? Does it come into a
public forum where anyone can react to it and add comments?
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: How do you assess the learning of your
citizen scientists?
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Do you use a pre- and post-test to
measure citizen science learning outcomes? Pre- and post-tests are analogous
assessments that are given before and after training to measure the learning
gains during the training.
Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Describe how you know that your
training is providing the knowledge gains you intend?
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Response
open
response
open
response

open
response
open
response

open
response
open
response
open
response

open
response
open
response

open
response
open
response

open
response
open
response

Citizen Scientist Learning Assessment: Do you think your training could be
improved? In what ways?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Do you think your citizen scientists are
collecting reliable data? What leads you to this conclusion?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: How reliable do you think the data is that
your citizen scientists collect? How do you quantify this?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Do you think the data collected by your
citizen scientists could be used in scientific analysis? What leads you to this
conclusion?
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Is the data collected by your citizen scientists
currently used by scientists? If so, how?
Citizen Scientist Data Reliability: Describe the process by which you teach your
citizen scientists to collect data.
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: How is the data collected by your citizen
scientists?
Describe the whole process from initiation to storage.

open
response
open
response
open
response
open
response
open
response
open
response

open
response
open
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: What happens to the data after you collect it? response
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Who analyzes the results of the data
collection effort with statistical analysis?
Is it someone within your organization? Does one of your partner organizations open
or scientists analyze the data?
response
Citizen Scientist Data Collection: Describe the data your citizen scientists
collect.
open
What kinds of data, in what physical contexts?
response
Citizen Science Program Design: Describe how your citizen science program
open
started.
response
Citizen Science Program Design: What are the objectives of your citizen science open
program?
response
Citizen Science Training Design: Does anyone on your training team have
specific training or credentials as an educator of any population of individuals? open
If yes, please describe these credentials.
response
Citizen Science Training Design: Why do you think you need a training
open
program for your citizen scientists?
response
Citizen Science Training Design: Please describe how your citizen scientists are open
mentored, if at all. If they are not mentored, please note that.
response
Citizen Science Training Design: If you do not have a formal training program,
how do you impart the procedural knowledge needed to complete the data
open
collection task?
response
Citizen Science Training Design: If you could implement any training program
you can envision, what would it look like? Why do you think this would be the open
best design?
response
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Citizen Science Training Design: How do you motivate citizen scientists to
persist in their role?
Citizen Science Training Design: Describe how, if ever, citizen scientists
observe a demonstration of their data collection task? If no demonstration
occurs, please note that.
Citizen Science Training Design: Describe how the new learning from training
is applied to the citizen scientists’ world?
Citizen Science Training Design: How do you activate citizen scientists’ prior
knowledge in training?
Citizen Science Training Design: How do you engage citizen scientists in
solving real world problems?
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open
response
open
response
open
response
open
response
open
response

